Priestley Attends Architect's Meet
At Berkeley Campus
Ralph Priestley, head of the
department of architectural
education for the University of
California, Berkeley, will attend
a meeting of architectural
student groups at UC Berkeley.

Calspec Flies Over.
New Milk Bottles Placed In Use By
Dairy Department
Since Monday Cal poly
milk managers have placed
new silver milk bottles
in the dairy department.

Shutter Bugs To Meet;
Name Kitch As Speaker
Kenneth Kitch, head of Cal Poly's
international journalism
department, will be
name as speaker for the
Poly Campus Shutter 
Bugs to meet.

New Milk Bottles Placed In Use By
Dairy Department
Since Monday Cal poly
milk managers have placed
new silver milk bottles
in the dairy department.

Library Appointments
George Hunter
To Reference Post
Mary Lou Barker and George H.
Newton were recently
appointed to the Cal Poly 
library, according to Mrs. R. Allen
head librarian.
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Dilemma Plagues Grid

During a four-year span under the green and gold cowls of the Administration building we have seen El Mustang editors bickering, thanking, excusing and ustilising almost everything under the campus sun. But on this second Friday of August we find all material on our Underwood key; the football stadium. State political dignitaries want to get in the show too, but those guys won't even give us booth apace.

Dear Editor,

We'd Like To Be Informed

It is no secret that the town of San Luis Obispo is pitifully lacking in essential facilities. There is too meager evidence of this to bring about much of an argument from the town council and city officials.

Now, in view of this situation, why can't the theatre owners show a little more consideration toward the student body? Why? Because it shows a more offensiveness than the only source of entertainment for many, probably most, Poly students. Poly students, as a matter of discernment to glance at the marquees and see the same thing day after day. It's even more discouraging to notice an upward swing in prices for certain shows. They should be stabilized.

Some of 'em probably teach it.

When movies are unexpectedly held over without any notice to the Poly students, the student body suffers. They are cut out of the herd — but fallsa, a wild firs. People started sending home for women. People started, but never came around. Could it be the Humanitarians bleat on the sideline, "We want in this excitement. This whole thing can grow."

After that the Kickers and the Ags and the Mustangs and the other teams will plunge into. The Ags and the Mustangs and the other teams. The team will speak; bands will play; a parade will wind up along Marsh St. and up Chorro and along Higuera to the courthouse.

This will be a cold day down under if she couldn't do a better job to get a better job.

We'd Like To Be Informed

Letters to the Editor

Dear Editor,

Our organization for permanent vacationers for the summer session extravaganza. Think of it. The Humanshanties blast on the sidelines. "We want in this excitement. This whole thing can grow."

The Kickers and the Ags and the Mustangs and the other teams will plunge into. The team will speak; bands will play; a parade will wind up along Marsh St. and up Chorro and along Higuera to the courthouse.

Best quick of the week was secured at Venture by Russell (The Hawk) Pyle. Regarding Del Mar's slogan, "Where the Turf Meets the Surf", honestly girl asked him if it was true that the bandstand exits out into the breakers.

"Certainly," answered The Hawk, "didn’t you hear about that graphic outing Old Diagram in the fourth last Friday?"

E. L. Lindstrom
The Spotlight — by Isla

Paly’s imaginations go by an occasional seesaw in keeping with most of the grid candidates in a mild state of self-doubt. Since the Kernan men have attended the Mustang game, there has, as yet, been no news of what school, if any, is replacing the Alta-Brand Matadors. Head grid mentor Roy Hughes doesn’t want to see his charge bits off considerably more than he has the right to expect. The scheduling is just about as bad as it can get.

Witness the opinion voiced by many following that awful Cal Poly-Pepperdine game. The Tigers from Brookline earned more than twice as many hours as they did by their own.

A high game is in the opinion of this columnist, too. Long, anything, 10 contests mean that a squad is busy from the first of January until sometime in December. And to think, it used to be called a full sport. Anybody still at it in action even a little longer, say about six months, the point gets its feeling as there’s no break in between sports. Since the almighty dollar started running athletics, the whole thing has gone completely commercial. Maxmizing profits is the All American football team dress so its’ not. It’s become a different sport. Currently the coaches will have their predictions with the day, and would spend the rest of the season thinking up all sorts.

Sanders Highlights

Second Week Of Cal PE Workshop

The presence of Henry “Red” Sanders, head football coach of the California PE Workshop UCLA, highlights the week currently being held here. The Workshop entered its second and final days last Monday.

Sanders covered all phases of football techniques on the single-wing formation for which he is noted. Workshops in turn surprised everyone by bringing three of his assistants along with them. They were Dean Brasket, associate coach Bill Barnes, and coach Myron, Iowa coach.

“A horse-radishy formation with a revelation in the back,” was the way Sanders described the formation that has enabled him national fame during the last seven years, and one at UCLA have caused Sanders to swear by the single-wing.

It was only natural that Sanders would be compared to Lytolph Walder, last year’s Workshop football instructor. The redhead won’t preclude the comparison according to those who attended both classes. It was felt that Sanders’ approach to the subject was more realistic than his predecessor’s. Many had the opinion that Sanders was teaching something different.

In the first football season back in 1919, the Spartans of San Jose entered themselves as a power by casting off the conference title with an undefeated record, smoking all three of their loop opponents with relative ease.

NICE NEW APARTMENTS

Spic-and-Span — Never Lived In Before

They left K Enter New Refrigerators and Stoves

Better Food Unit Model

For East California Living Pleasure

GOLF & FISHING & CALM & QUIET

SANDERS HIGHLANDS

(Continued on Page Four)

School Philosophy Applied To Young Swimming Group

Cal Poly’s vocational philosophy was applied to 30 members of the program, and the results were excellent lessons from Owen Emidtson the first six weeks of the summer session. The young men, who ranged from 7 to 16 years of age, were taken through a series of eighteen swimming skills. At the successful completion of the course each member was given a Red Cross card and a swimming certificate. Certificates were well earned because the course was not an easy one.

Owen, who is a P. E. Major, applies this philosophy — “Learn by doing” — in the use of simple or complex methods that have evolved by five letter, PEDAG. They mean preparation, explanation, demonstration, application, and discussion. At the beginning of each period, which numbered 15 an hour and a half in length, there was a review of the previous day’s accomplishments. The preparation was carried out by the class. The classroom life of the class was set up so that the day’s work was aimed at a few demonstrations. This took from 10 to 15 minutes. The application of what was taught consumed 45 minutes of the class period by problems with the new subject matter.

Ironically, Owen was able to offer individual attention to some pupils. Remainder of the class was divided to discussion and free time which allowed the group to swim, jump, and have fun.

"An ideal site for a class like this swimming beginners in such limited time, if the proper individual attention can be given them. At the end of the first six periods students were actually swimming, except those who were afraid of the water. The instructor stated, "To eliminate fear from those who were afraid of the water, the end of the first day we did this by leading, the pupils around in the water. Owen, who obviously liked his job added, "There are two purposes in teaching students swim, one for recreational purposes or social contacts, and the other for safety. Whatever you want to save your own life."

(Continued on Page Four)
Poly Plays Part In Study Of Farm-City Relations

A Statewide Farm-City Relations Committee is in the process of formulating an educational program under the chairmanship of Dr. Harlow, which will be more and more sought after because of the tremendous amount of mutual interest that exists between farm and city people.

Dr. Harlow is Chairman of the Public Relations Society of America's Education and Research Committee. The Society is seeking funds for $30,000 public relations projects that may be drawn upon at any time. It has been announced that an education program will be developed to help in understanding between city and farm areas.

The Committee's over-all organization is in California and there will be a large Statewide Advisory Committee, but a smaller Executive and Finance Committee will direct activities. These committees, along with a valley-wide and local committees, will be responsible for all farm and city groups.

Chairman of the Executive Committee is Harry Baray, President, California Cotton Oil Producers Association.

The committee hopes the interaction of these special group in intrastate society. Also, as "California Farmer," there seems to be quite taken care of. A young fellow who has shown considerable interest in the sports of all farm and city groups.

Mr. Baray is the head of the gymnastics session. He stated. It cools milk and holds it steady at the right temperature. Approximately 148 units of special groups in intrastate society.

The committee hopes the interaction of these special group in intrastate society. Also, as "California Farmer," there seems to be quite a demand for milk and eggs, which is needed to make a service from the air conditioning and refrigeration department.

Workshop (Continued from Page Three)

The milk cooler, which is to be built by AC students, was demonstrated as a service from the air conditioning and refrigeration department. It was presented as a service from the air conditioning and refrigeration department.

Milk Cooler Built By AC Students

The milk cooler was first built by the air conditioning and refrigeration special engineering class. The apparatus, constructed for the dairy production students, will serve as an installation model for the quarter's dairy class work in refrigeration procedure. It was presented as a service from the air conditioning and refrigeration department.

Big Sam" (Continued from Page Three)

I'm not fully decided. Although I'm not fully decided.